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Hearing (Sexy) Voices
With a New Album and a New Psychology Degree, a Singer Projects His 'Anxiety'
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By AN D Y BATTAGL IA

In the incubating glow of a Greenpoint recording studio recently, Arthur Ashin—the
oneman electronic R&B act known as Autre Ne Veut—calmly considered a condition
that has left him more than a little conflicted: anxiety.
"I'm not good at interacting with people
and am terrified to get onstage, so I just
go up there, freak out and, most of the
time, pack up and go home immediately
after," he said. "The bulk of any
audience I've ever had has its head
cocked to the side and looks at me like,
'What the f— is this guy doing?'"
With the prospect of more expectant
audiences on the rise, he's still trying to
work that out himself, musically and
otherwise. As Autre Ne Veut (which
translates from French as "I want no
other."), Mr. Ashin has made advances
that are both epochal and unique—
especially on his vocally exertive,
synthesizerstreaked second album,
"Anxiety," parts of which he will perform
Wednesday night at Santos Party
House in lower Manhattan.
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As a more ordinary 30yearold trying to
make his way in the world, he has
progressed as well, having recently
earned a master's degree in psychology,
with a focus in neuroscience research,
from Columbia University.
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Arthur Ashin, aka Autre Ne Veut, has a masters
degree in psychology

Since graduating last May, Mr. Ashin
has devoted his time to music, but his
field of study is never very far from his art. "As I was writing, it felt like all the songs
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were about my social anxiety, relationship anxiety, anxiety about my family," he said.
"I've never been to a psychiatrist so have never gotten to the point where I could be
formally diagnosed with any disorder. But I definitely have anxiety."
Some of his anxiousness materializes in Autre Ne Veut's densely and manically
layered electronic sound, which melds a popsong purity of purpose to a futuristic
sense of allover abstraction. But even more of it finds form in his wildly
expressionistic singing, which sounds far more brazen and gregarious than Mr.
Ashin's shy demeanor suggests.
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"I've always loved singing and the catharsis of it," he said of his vocal style, which
conveys an evocative mix of anguish and euphoria. "I spent a long part of my
childhood repressing my more animalistic desire systems, and in a way it permits me
to do some of the stuff that I would want to be doing in a way that's more comfortable
and doesn't break my internal rules. It expands the realm of possibility."
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That expansion makes room for divergent states of mind. A new song, the
deceptively melodic and bright pop gambit "Play By Play, came to Mr. Ashin as a
"meditation on being paranoid and jealous." Others attend simpler conditions, as when
he lays his voice into outlandishly passionate praise of "your sexy body" on "Ego
Free Sex Free."
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The latter song signals Autre Ne Veut's allegiance to R&B, a genre wellversed in
erotic endeavors. The same could not be said of the indiemusic realm that Mr. Ashin
has come to inhabit, though that is changing thanks to such crossformat incursions
by R&B acts as the Weeknd, Frank Ocean, Miguel, whose songs have found favor
among indie fans who identify with less popminded pursuits. Though less likely to
steam up a boudoir, Autre Ne Veut's suggestive sound and libidinous vocal writhings
flow the other way, from the cloistered indie underground to the more aspirational
realm of pop.
"In the early 2000s in New York, there was a paradigm shift around the idea of being
able to create your own mixed bag from whatever you love and creating a new
blueprint with reconfigured pieces from other traditions," Mr. Ashin said. "I was
listening to a lot of soul and reggae and music that wasn't necessarily being
repurposed in that way. There was 'freakfolk,' so I was like, 'Why not freakR&B?'"
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Autre Ne Veut's style proves especially potent for its visceral assimilation of the
passion and pathos at work in R&B through the ages.
"I don't think I would have really thought about how good an Otis Redding record was,
or is, unless I heard it through his ears," said Daniel Lopatin, a Brooklyn musician who
makes synthesizer music under the name Oneohtrix Point Never. A friend since their
undergraduate years at Hampshire College, Mr. Lopatin helped Mr. Ashin produce
"Anxiety" in the Greenpoint studio, then released it on his own label, Software.
"There's a rawness to what he does and the ways you can catch ideas within the
smear of it."
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About the intensity of his work, Mr. Ashin, as an artist and a decorated appraiser of
the mind—even if his current plans do not include a career in psychology—
concurred: "I would call it all part of my nature but definitely, generally speaking, a
repressed part. That's a function of this project for me: having a space for catharsis."
A version of this article appeared February 27, 2013, on page A21 in the U.S. edition of The Wall
Street Journal, with the headline: Hearing (Sexy) Voices.
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